
Parental Declaration Forms 
Guidance 

 
The sample Parental Declaration Forms provided by the Local Authority are for suggested use with 
parents / carers to form a contract on which your setting can claim Early Education Funding for 
their child.  You are under no obligation to use these specific forms.  However you should ensure 
that if you are using your setting’s own forms you must check that you have captured all of the 
information these forms collect. 
 
Previously it has only been necessary to complete a Parental Declaration Form when a child 
becomes eligible to draw down funding at the setting, completing a new form only when the child 
changes their sessions or other personal details.  However, as you are now required to collect 
confidential parental information for all 3 & 4 year olds for the payment of some funding streams, 
and there is strict legislation in place to govern the use of this information, we are strongly 
recommending that you complete a Parental Declaration Form for eligible 2 year olds, then 
complete a new form as soon as the child becomes a funded 3 year old. 
 
Parental Declaration Forms for 2 year olds – Orange Header 

These should be completed & signed by the provider and the parent / carer.  
The form should be kept by the setting and a copy can be provided to the parent / carer to 
evidence that their free entitlement has been delivered free at the point of delivery.   Any additional 
hours / sessions should then be invoiced according to your settings procedures, specifying that 
these charges relate to services beyond the free entitlement. 
You should ensure that you state any Stretched Offer on the form and that where a child attends 
outside of the standard session times you state their specific attendance times. 
You must make sure that a new form is completed by both parties if the child’s sessions or 
personal details change. 
 
Parental Declaration Forms for 3 & 4 year olds – Green Header 

These should be completed & signed by the provider and the parent / carer.  
In order to check the child’s eligibility for the Early Years Pupil Premium (EYPP) your setting is 
required to collect information on both parents’ / carers’ personal details and their National 
Insurance (NI) or National Asylum Support Service (NASS) number.  This information should be 
collected at the end of the form and has been set out on a separate sheet. This information is 
highly confidential and must be treated as such.  As a Data Controller of this information you 
should ensure that the personal data provided by the parent / carer is detached from the rest of the 
form and either shredded or securely locked away once you have entered the information onto the 
Headcount Portal to check a child’s eligibility for the funding.  Once eligibility to the EYPP has been 
verified, the Local Authority will continue to pay this even if parental circumstances change.  
However, you must ensure that you complete a new Parental Declaration form if you become 
aware of any change in either parents circumstances, as this will affect the funding that the Local 
Authority can claim from the Government.   
You should ensure that the remainder of the form is kept by the setting and a copy can be provided 
to the parent / carer to evidence that their free entitlement has been delivered free at the point of 
delivery.  Any additional hours / sessions should then be invoiced according to your settings 
procedures, specifying that these charges relate to services beyond the free entitlement. 
You should ensure that you state any Stretched Offer on the form and that where a child attends 
outside of the standard session times you state their specific attendance times. 
You must make sure that a new form is completed by both parties if the child’s sessions or 
personal details change. 


